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The Dalgarno Response: 

The litany of damage done by this one, very dysfunctional, young man has yet another casualty – the (for the 

most part) undetected tragedy of a further numbed cultural conscience.  Many people reading the accounts of 

both the road carnage, but more so the ‘life carnage’, of a family that is representing a growing casualty of the 

neo-nihilist focused and ego-hedonists space. The sector of damaged souls who have brought the libertine 

mantra of government of self, for self, by self and the egocentric toxin it spew’s out to every other ‘self’ 

actualising anima in this increasingly dysfunctional gene pool! 

The malicious record of this one lad’s violence, abuse, public nuisance and hoon behaviour are almost a ‘text 

book’ reading of what you’d expect from a child raised in self-medicating families littered with broken 

relationships, carelessness, abuse, neglect and an inability to find any semblance of healthy context from which 

to live life.  

Whilst I’m disturbed and wearied by these events and growing dysfunction, I am hardly shocked anymore. What 

is tragic is that these ‘activities’ it seems are standard fare for many (males in particular) in the emerging 

generation, whose collective psyche’s have not only been neglected by lack of structure, purpose and any 

discernable healthy values system. But they are also drowning in a lethal cocktail of  meaningless, pop-culture 

veneration of pleasure (at all costs), and of course the ever destructive and easily accessible ingredient of 

alcohol and other recreational drugs.  

Of course my language here would be assailed by the social architects of the raft of ‘political correctness’, as not 

only denigrating, but the privation of ‘rights’. The notion of responsibility (let alone accountability) have been 

removed from vocabulary, as these notions are attached to what are now referred to as ‘archaic terms’ such as 

morality and virtue. Ah, but once removed then all conduct coded to such notions are cut adrift as well – honour, 

courage, service, sacrifice - they become meaningless. Even love loses any semblance of altruism!  What do we 

have in its place? The builders of the new ‘PC Ark’ have few components. First streamlining act is to remove all 

rudders and cut all existential anchors. All that is needed is a little ‘buoyancy’ and a massive sale of personal self 

interest into which the gurus of the market driven culture can blow their hot air of consumerist hedonism! 

However, back to our tragedy (not only the accident but the family) are they merely echoing the tacit messages 

spewing out in our current amoral cultural context? I’ve spent nearly three decades working with youth and 

families and watched a progressive decay of any semblance of order in what it means for a boy to transition into 

‘manhood’. Of course, the ‘blokey’ clichés have always persisted... you know the ‘beer, the brawl, the bird’. 

Getting drunk, ‘getting some’ and being able to ‘handle yourself’ have been perpetuated. However, at best these 

are sad echoes of a dysfunction that simply persisted because the other models, genuine rites of passage, 

where ignored, until they were lost.   

People should be shocked and appalled at the events, but for anyone who cares to look beyond the ‘blame and 

shame’ mode can see that there are some very real reasons (not excuses) for this – and those in our society 

who foster the anchor and rudderless unseaworthy ships of ‘selfism’ have to shoulder much of that responsibility. 

The prominent social commentator Richard Eckersley wrote in his book ‘Well and Good” morality, meaning and 

happiness”, that ... “Young people have a particular vulnerability to the failure of the modern Western Culture to 

do well what cultures are supposed to do: provide webs of meaning that shape the way people see the world, 
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locate themselves within it and behave in it.”     Psychologist, Carr-Greg posited  “Young people are spiritual 

anorexics’                  

Our culture now anchorless and rudderless, in its pursuit of personal liberty has unwittingly embraced the mantra 

of “Do what you feel” and with the now rapidly disappearing caveat of – “oh, by the way, as long as that doesn’t 

hurt anyone else”. We reinforce this with a relativist framework that dictates whatever you, as an individual 

believes is good must be right and that ‘right’ must be ‘true’! We don’t look to external elements, patterns, models 

or institutions as signposts for conduct, as the young are repeatedly told that ‘you do what’s right for you’. 

(regardless of what informs that!) Tradition and history are deemed useless and wisdom is found only in the pop-

culture shaped peer solidarity that says ‘this generation knows all needs, to do its ‘thing’’.  

Now into this unrestrained melting pot with an unsecured psyche and a developing brain physiology ill equipped 

to manage sensuality driving stimuli, you throw abandonment by parent,  promiscuous pop-culture, pornography 

and the even easier to create peer pressure. Now you have a testosterone charged dysfunctional young man 

ready to fire.... all it needs now is the most insidious of triggers to set it off – alcohol or other drugs! 

Of course the short answer to some of this issue is to remove the booze and the porn from the culture. (By the 

way, porn is whatever ‘objectifies’ a human being. Whatever message or medium that reduces a person to being 

merely a one dimensional sexual object that is to be acquired and ‘used’ - is what constitutes pornography!) 

Whilst this would be seen by some only as fascist censorship and a breach of ‘liberties’, it would no doubt see 

some change in our culture, but it is nowhere near enough, we need to do much more. 

Will these recent shocking events stir us into action? What will be our response?  

We certainly need to educate, but that is more than mere context free data – that changes nothing! We also need 

to legislate –to protect, but again to coin an old adage.. “a man convinced against his will is of the same opinion 

still”! We can and perhaps should introduce another ‘law’ but will that stop people being bad parents? Yet in all 

our reactions we must not stop there, we must go deeper. We, as a culture need to look beyond the purely 

‘functionalist’ based responses and look into the ‘why’ this is continuing to happen. We all must make some 

more serious attempts to help this struggling ‘Generation Y and Generation Next’ find if not the best, then at the 

very least, a less destructive path. And yes, we will be confronted by the ugliness or our own selfish brokenness 

and we will be very uncomfortable, and some even angry for having been shown it. Yet this must not stop us 

from caring for our kids and helping them find some semblance of what is good and right! 

I’ll leave you with an exhortation from a since departed elder Statesmen Edmund Burke... 

"Men are qualified for liberty in exact proportion to their disposition to put moral chains upon their own appetites... 

Society cannot exist, unless a controlling power upon will and appetite be placed somewhere; and the less of it 

there is within, the more there must be without.  It is ordained in the eternal constitution of things, that men of 

intemperate minds cannot be free.  Their passions forge their fetters.” 

    Mr. Shane Varcoe - Executive Director 
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